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Cerf and Kahn: TCP/IP

Cerf and Kahn: TCP/IP
today design decisions
thursday architectural principles

Interconnection challenges
Heterogeneity

•

Different addressing, supported packet lengths, reliability
mechanism, latency, status information, routing

Must let each network operate independently
Solution:
IP
Hosts
Protocols

“unacceptable
alternative”

Gateways and IP
Gateways (routers) sit at interface between networks
...and speak an Internetworking protocol
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IP packet fragmentation
Allow maximum packet size to evolve
Protocol mechanisms to split packets in-transit

•

byte-level sequence numbers

Reassemble at end-hosts

•

Why not gateways?

Unreliable datagrams
No need for reliability in underlying network
Greatly simplifies design

•
•

Exception handling always adds complexity
But in IP: Any problem? Just drop the packet
- examples?

What’s not a stated reason for datagrams?

•

Statistical multiplexing

Addressing & routing

N:PACKETNETWORKINTISRCOMMUNICATION

Routing
constrained!
ADDRESSunspecified––but
FORMATS

•
•
•
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local network addresses
of TCP's
substantiallyRoute
in formatcomputed
and size. A uniform
withininnetwork, hop-by-hop
k T C P address
by eachsize seems
Even though
the transmitted
port name
8 space,
bitsunderstood
for network: “This
sufficient
for the
and TCP, isessential to routing and delivery it is still a compact external name for the in
foreseeable future.”
twork packets.
sentation of the port. The use of short nam
troublesareencountered
when
dealwith
Later: 32 bits
in we
three
size classes
(A,B,C),
and then
identifiers
is often desirable
to reduce transm
ddressing and, more generally, port addressing. head and possibly reduce packet processing
CIDR.
duce the notion of ports in order to permit
a dehnationTCP. Assigning short names t
distinguish between multiple message streams. however,requires a n initialnegotiationbetwe
is simply
a designator of one suchmessage stream and destination to agree on a suitable short
d with a process. The meansfor identifying a port ment, the subsequentmaintenance of conv
ally different in different operating systems, and a t both the source and the destination, and
to obtain uniform addressing, a standard port action to release the short name. For dynami
ormat is also required. A port address designates of port names, this negotiation is generally
lex message stream.
any case.

•

Many new routing/forwarding designs need to change
this address format
Control plane of routing was not constrained

data plane of the design
was presented
•
SEGMENT AND PACKET FORMA
ddressing is intimatelyboundupinrouting
TCP ADDRESSING
Essentially, only

Ports
Associated with a process on a host
Identify endpoints of a connection (“association”)
Rejected design:

•
•

connection at host level
packet may include bytes for multiple processes

What’s the difference between a port and an address?

What we now call TCP
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RANSMISSION AND DUPLICATE
DETECTION

Left Window Edge
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Window-based scheme

mission
can
be
100 percent reliable. We
meout and positive acknowledgment mechawill allow TCP’s torecover from packet losses
ST to another. A TCP transmits packets and
plies (acknowledgements) that are carried in
packet stream. If no acknowledgment for a
cket is received, the TCP will retransmit.
ectation that the HOST level retransmission
which
is described inthe following paranotbe called uponveryofteninpractice.
eady exists2 that individual networks can be
onstructed without this feature. However, the
a HOST retransmissioncapabilitymakes
it
ecover from occasional network problems and
e range of HOST protocol strategies to be inWe envision it will occasionally be invoked to
accommodation to infrequent overdemands
for
er resources, and otherwise not used much.
smission
policy requiressomemeans
by
eceiver can detect duplicate arrivals. Even if
umber of distinct packet sequence numbers
ble, the receiver mould still have the problem
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Provides reliability, ordering, I<
flow control
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Fig. 10. The windowconcept.

Even though you might
want only some of these

Congestion control
Three-way handshake
Split from IP

a+w- 1

packet sequence number space

I

What else does it do today?

•
•
•
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Fig. 11. Conceptual TCBformat.

expected. This effectively acknowledges bytes in between

What we now call TCP

“

It is our expectation that the host level
retransmission mechanism ... will not be
called upon very often in practice. Evidence
already exists [ARPANET] that individual
networks can be effectively constructed
without this feature.

”

Why did they write this? Is it true now?
No congestion control in this early version!

•

TCP congestion control introduces losses intentionally

Announcements
Read over syllabus
Academic honesty

•
•

If you write a paper or submit work, it’s an implicit claim
that the work is yours
If you include text (even a sentence!) from elsewhere, it
must be identified as a quote and credited

Review due Monday

•

End-to-end arguments in system design
(Saltzer et al, 1984)

